TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

NUS SCALE has unparalleled access to the multidisciplinary expertise of 16 other NUS Faculties and Schools. With technology-enhanced learning, NUS SCALE enables working professionals to upskill or reskill at their own pace and time, acquiring the latest skills & knowledge demanded of the new workforce in the digital age.

NEW! MASTER OF SCIENCE (MSc) IN INDUSTRY 4.0

The NUS Master of Science in Industry 4.0 is an interdisciplinary graduate degree programme to help you keep pace with the changing nature of industries and technological disruptions, and lead transformation to enhance productivity in the workplace. (Part-time / Full-Time)

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY (BTech) PROGRAMMES

The Bachelor of Technology are direct honours degree programmes, offered on a part-time basis and specially tailored for working adults with diplomas looking to upgrade or make a career change. It is available in the following fields:

- Computing
- Engineering

SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE (SpC) COURSES

Short specialisation certificate courses introduced for working adults who wish to acquire higher problem-solving skills and knowledge relevant to their industry. Credits attained through completion of these certificate courses can be stacked towards the fulfilment of the related Bachelor of Technology degree. It is available in the following fields:

- Computing
- Engineering

EXECUTIVE & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (EPD) COURSES

A range of open enrolment programmes that help individuals develop occupational competencies, improve work productivity as well as apply innovation and creativity in the workplace. The suite of EPD courses are available in the following areas:

- Advanced Manufacturing
- Cybersecurity
- Data Analytics
- Leadership & Management
- Lean Six Sigma
- Supply Chain & Logistics
- Tech-Enabled Services

Customised programmes for corporates are available.

SCALE-GLOBAL PROGRAMMES

SCALE-Global at NUS SCALE conducts specially curated and highly customisable programmes for youths and adult learners of the world. These programmes share NUS' culture of innovation and academic excellence, and are an excellent opportunity to learn about Singapore through experiential activities and in-depth cultural immersion.